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Hello everybody

i'm proud to present the new re-stylehttp://www.stefanosnetwork.com/site/

Stefano's Network puts together people of all races and nationalities and corporations from
all over the world, to create new personal connections and business opportunities. In addition
Stefano's Network it is powerful bridge between countries (starting from New York, the Usa and
Italy)for people and companies who want to have the opportunity to create connections and be
seen here and across the ocean.

The site:

PICTURES

The website has 12.000 pictures in 3 myalbum modules.

I have created a new categories_main.php for my galleries:

where you can see pictures in a normal gallery style or as a slideshow.

USER'S PROFILES

The user profile consists of 2 parts:

- left side: normal info
- right side: pictures (added by myalbum-p form ---> hacked by me)
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Every user can add 6 pictures to his profile.
This system is made by myalbum-p module (modified by me)

When you upload your pictures a new block is created automaticly:

This new block contains the main data of the user.

It also contains the profile completion status: "Profile complete: 100 %"

If you click it you will be redirected to another page made by me: WARNING ROOM.

The WARNING ROOM gives users more information about their profiles.

FIND A FRIEND

This is a normal form by extended profiles plus my hack to check if the user has photos.

INTEGRATION THUMB MYALBUM WITH CBB FORUM, SYSTEM COMMENT, USER'S
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PROFILES

In this site i have integrated the myalbum pictures system with the cbb forum, xoops comment
system and user profiles.

In fact, when a user uploads his pictures into his profile , the thumb of this picture is used for
cbb forum and for system xoops comment site.

Forum:

System comments:

this is the site:

http://www.stefanosnetwork.com/site/

sorry for my bad english  and i wait for your comments!!! 

http://www.stefanosnetwork.com/site/

Ciao sly
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